
Mobile working without constraints
Keeping up the pace with BYOD and Remote working



“By 2020, the number of U.S. mobile workers will grow to
105.4 million, a jump from 96.2 million in 2015. Also by
that year, mobile workers will make up 72.3 percent of the
total U.S. workforce.”

mworker.com
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Studies show that mobile working has been
growing by 50% over the past 20 years, and
this is a trend which is not going to stop any
time soon. Obviously, there is no reason for its
rise in popularity to stop: traffic and its related
pollution has become a global challenge,
employee productivity is constantly pushed to
new limits, adoption of broadband internet
access has become the new default for many,
et cetera.

At the same time, we are all used to work with
multiple devices. This also an explosive trend:
in 2015 we had on average 3.47 connected
devices per person. In 2020 that number rose
up to 6.58. This ‘multi-device’ mentality is has
seeped into the work floor as well.
Increasingly, employees are equipped with a
desktop or laptop, a tablet and a smartphone.
And these are not always company owned
and company managed devices.

Today, employees ‘demand’ to work on their

device of choice. And this choice can be taken
literally: a Microsoft Surface, an Apple
Macbook, an Android tablet, a Google
Chromebook, the list goes on. We all have our
preferences, which is why companies are
increasingly opening up to so called ‘Bring-
your-own-Device” (BYOD) and ‘Choose-your-
own-Device’ (CYOD) policies.

The concept of BYOD was first introduced in
2009. However, only in 2011 it started to
become an emerging trend – and studies
suggest that it isn’t going anywhere.
According to analyst firm ‘Mordor
Intelligence’, “the BYOD Market was valued at
USD 186.09 billion in 2019 and is expected to
reach USD 430.45 billion by 2025, at a CAGR
of 15% over the forecast period 2020 - 2025”.
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“The BYOD Market was valued at USD 186.09 billion in
2019 and is expected to reach USD 430.45 billion by
2025, at a CAGR of 15% over the forecast period 2020
- 2025”

Mordor Intelligence, 2019

* https://www.statista.com/statistics/678739/forecast-on-connected-devices-per-person/ 
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“Mobility is an important part of our digital work
environment, it means being able to work on any device,
anytime and anywhere. Awingu® supports this
approach.”

Margaret Denis
Director Culture, Change & Digital Workplace Transformation

Proximus



Despite the prevalence of mobile working,
employees still face obstacles that often
prevent them from efficiently going mobile, if
they can at all. We’ve grouped these
constraints into 3 categories:

Legacy IT

Even with the rise of SaaS and cloud services,
businesses still spend roughly 75% of
application budgets on legacy platforms.
These are typically not mobile and are
considered a ‘show-stopper’ in the evolution
towards a modern workspace by 61% of
businesses.

Security and compliance

IT organizations are increasingly challenged
by security attacks, such as WannaCry, on the
one hand, and compliance with new
regulations such as the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) on the other.

This often forces IT departments to devote the
bulk of their budgets to enhancing security
and compliance, resulting in diminished
resources for mobile working and BYOD.

Devices and operating systems

Most IT organizations will require devices to
be ‘managed’. Even “Bring Your Own” devices
are entered into the perimeter of managed
devices. This limits the actual adoption of any
device policy as costs and resources are often
just too limited to go as broad as employees
desire/require.

Lots of organization struggle to keep all end-
user devices on the same OS (typically
Windows). This is often a heavy and costly
process. At the same time, a lot of
applications are only available on Windows, or
even worse: old versions of Windows. That
creates a “Catch 22”: some applications won’t
run on recent platforms, but we want all
platforms to be updated to the latest versions
for security and manageability.
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HITTING A WALL OF CONSTRAINTS
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THE SOLUTION

Solutions to offer a ‘future-proof’ perspective
on workplace management should tackle “the
wall of constraints” to mobile working while
still reaping all the benefits. They need to
provide mobile access to legacy IT platforms,
guarantee an optimal security and compliance
while enabling employees (and contractors) to
work from “any device”.

This goes beyond the classic view on BYOD
which is limited to smartphones; it includes
tablets, laptops and desktops in various
shapes and forms - both managed and
unmanaged,

The solution requires breaking down some
“old truths”:

 Not all devices need to be managed

 Employees are empowered to choose their
device of preference, incl. their personal
devices

THE BENEFITS FROM MOBILE WORKING AND BYOD 

Lower IT & facilities costs | Employee retention | Higher productivity

• Insurance company Aetna has unloaded 2.7 million square feet of office space and saved
approximately $78 million (Forbes, benefits of telecommuting for the future of work, 2017)

• If employers provide a comprehensive BYOD environment, they can save $1,650 per employee
per year. (Collabink.com, 2017, Cisco Survey)

• 42 percent of those who use their own devices at work say their efficiency and productivity have
improved (BT Global Services study, 2013)

• 82 percent of remote workers experience lower stress levels when working remotely. This well-
being can translate into higher levels of productivity, less sick days and greater company
loyalty. (PGi Survey, 2014)

• 95 percent of employers say the ability for an employee to work remotely has a high impact on
employee retention. (PGI Survey, 2014)



“BRING YOUR OWN 
DEVICE” WITHOUT 
APPROPRIATE TOOLING 
COMES WITH SECURITY 
RISKS

Today, almost 80 percent of all BYOD is
facilitated in a completely unmanaged
fashion, according to SecureEdge Networks.
While BYOD is a very broad concept which
embraces mobile phones, tablets, laptops and
more, the reality today is that it is often only
‘allowed’ for tablets and mobile phones and is
typically limited to email and agenda access
(e.g. POP3, IMAP).

But even in its limited context today, it’s
clearly not a very secure way to run a
business.

 Over 60% of employees use personal file-
sharing apps and/or personal devices to
access and share company information (m-
files.com, 2019 Intelligent Information Management
Benchmark report)

 35% of workers say they store their work
passwords on their smartphone (SecureEdge
Networks)

 77% of employees have received no
instruction in the risks of using their own
devices at work (AllThingsD)

Risks include data leakage, device infection,
poor performance, etc. A solid solution is
required to tackle mobile working and BYOD
at large.

* http://www.ingrammicroadvisor.com/data-center/23-byod-
statistics-you-should-be-familiar-with
* http://searchmobilecomputing.techtarget.com/ehandbook/BYOD-
policies-should-balance-user-needs-and-mobile-security
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One of the classic ways to ensure employees
will stay productive and not breach corporate
policies is “Mobile Device Management”
(MDM).

MDM is typically used by an IT department to
monitor, manage and secure employees’
mobile devices that are deployed across
multiple mobile service providers and across
several mobile operating systems being used
within the organization. Most often, MDM is
used on company-owned devices. Mobile
device management software is frequently
combined with additionl security services and
tools such as Mobile Application
Management” to create a complete mobile
device and security solution, labeled as
”Enterprise Mobility Management” (EMM).

Initially, MDM was primarily focused on
ensuring basic security measures (typically on-
device encryption and an adequate power-on
password) and providing the ability to
remotely wipe a managed device (e.g. if the
employee left the organization or if it was lost
or stolen). IT was adopted as a security
solution by businesses.

Although it seems like a great solution, MDM
and EMM don’t cover everything which BYOD
could/should be. Employees aren’t very fond
of giving their employers control over their
personal devices. Furthermore, application
and data access is usually very limited: email,
agenda, contact and maybe CRM…

Lastly, MDM solutions don’t help businesses
“mobilize” their legacy IT platforms. Different
tools or re-coding software are still required.
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MOBILE DEVICE MANAGEMENT IS NOT THE (ONLY) 
ANSWER
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“It was absolutely crucial for us to have a new, modern and
stable environment that we could deploy in a qualitative way
and that allowed us to tackle as many use cases as possible.”

Peter Thys
CIO

East-Limburg Hospital (ZOL)



AWINGU® : HTML5 
CLIENTS ARE THE 
ANSWER

HTML5- (or browser-) based unified
workspaces offer the required flexibility,
manageability and security to cover these
complex needs. Awingu® offers such an
‘online workspace’ that can be accessed via
the browser. Awingu® will enable your legacy
(Windows) applications, SaaS and files into
this online workplace. As such, unleashing the
constraints from ‘legacy’ IT platforms.

Awingu®’s browser-based workspace will
enable other benefits:

Any device: these days, almost any device
runs an HTML5 browser. Be it Apple
MacBooks, iPads, Chromebooks, Windows
devices, smartphones, and even Thin Clients.
That means that you can access your
workspace – your applications and files –
through all these devices.

Simplicity: login via the browser. There is no
need to install any agents or plug-ins, nor to
maintain and manage these locally installed
‘agents’ and ‘plug-ins’.

Single Sign-On: users only need one set of
credentials to authenticate in Awingu®.
Furthermore, Awingu® can be federated
(linked) with Identity Providers such as Okta,
Azure AD, Google Identity and Microsoft
ADFS. As such, one single login is needed for
all the user’s applications, desktops and file
shares. If the user leaves the company for
example, his access to all company IT assets
are easily revoked.

No local data: the workspace runs inside the
browser. As such, there is no local data on the
device (if you don’t want to). This is obviously
a big benefit from a security and compliance
point of view.

Better TCO: given there is no need to
manage devices from a deployment or
security and compliance perspective, IT
organizations can gain significant cost
optimizations when adopting a browser-
based workspace.

Context aware: ‘smart’ online workspaces will
optimize the user experience based on the
users’ context. E.g. push a mandatory ‘strong
authentication’ when logging in from outside
the company network.
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ABOUT THE AWINGU® ARCHITECTURE

Awingu® leverages on your company’s current
architecture and is deployed as a virtual
appliance on most hypervisors. This can be a
private or public cloud. From there, Awingu®

will connect into a classic back-end
environment. It will link with Active Directory,
LDAP or an external IdP for user management.
It will connect to application servers running
Microsoft RDP for legacy applications or
desktops. Web applications (e.g. intranet) can
be connected via the Awingu® Reverse Proxy.

Finally, it will connect to classic file systems via
WebDAV and CIFS and with cloud storage
environments such as Microsoft’s OneDrive.

For end-users, everything is available in a
browser via Awingu®’s online workspace. No
need to install agents, plug-ins, etc.

Open architecture
Easy to connect and leverage external services out of
the box (e.g. MFA, printing, auto provisioning, …) | use
Awingu® Open API for automation

Secure & compliant
Built-in features such as MFA, SSL certificates,
usage auditing, granular controls etc. | adds security
on top of naked RDS access

Single sign-on
Leverage AD / Windows credentials or external IdP |
SSO with RDP, reverse proxy, SaaS or file servers

Lightweight & any cloud
Virtual Appliance can run on as little as 1 Linux VM
for up to 500 concurrent app sessions | Available for all
main hypervisors and public clouds | all features run
from the same productMulti-tenant & easy to scale

Service provider ready with built-in multi-tenancy,
even from one single VM deployment | ‘stackable’
architecture: just add VM’s when more users are
needed

Simple gateway architecture
Awingu®’s virtual appliance uses standard protocols
(e.g. RDP, CIFS) to communicate to the back-end:
easy to set up and manage | aggregates legacy RDP
Apps & desktops, file servers, websites & SaaS
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PROXIMUS CHOOSES AWINGU® TO CREATE A 
FLEXIBLE AND MOBILE WORKING 
ENVIRONMENT

Proximus is a telecommunication &
ICT company operating in the
Belgian and international markets,
providing services to residential,
enterprise and public customers.
The mission of Proximus is to
connect everyone, enable better
living and smarter working. Clearly,
it was important for Proximus to put
the money where the mouth is and
apply those principles themselves.
With over 14 000 employees, they
have a wide and diverse network of
people working not only from the
office but also from other
environments, like other companies
or in the field.

Today, Awingu® is enabled for
Proximus employees, and is used in
multiple use-cases such as:

 Shop-in-the-shop: Sales reps can
securely connect to applications
and data, even from unmanaged
devices.

 Telework: BYOD access for home
and remote workers

 Field technicians: Easier way for
the field workers to connect to
the applications and data via a
tablet or other device

USING AWINGU® BENEFITS 
PROXIMUS IN:

 Enabling flexible and mobile
working on any device, any-
where, anytime

 Saving costs and time in setup of
new shop-in-shop locations

 Improving UX for field staff and
tele/remote workers

 Boosting an internal culture of
collaboration
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AWINGU® HELPS SUD AERO AND ITS SUB-
CONTRACTORS TO WORK SECURELY

The Sud Aero Group, based in
Merville (France), is a leading
supplier and manufacturer of
structural elements for the
aerospace industry.

With an internal control and
craftsmanship of all the trades
related to the manufacture of sub-
assemblies for their clients in the
aerospace sector, SUD AERO is
meeting all types of necessary
production flows. The group’s IT
infrastructure is built with that agility
in mind. At its head for almost five
years is Alexandre Delhom (IT
Manager), who has been looking for
the most scalable solutions in order
to meet both the strong budgetary
constraints of an SME and the
company’s evolution and growth.

ENABLING SECURE ACCESS FOR
SUBCONTRACTORS

Due to their agility and security
objectives, the IT Department has
been using Awingu® since early
2018 to, in addition to the meeting
the required data security aspects,
ensure a stable and easy to use way
to let its employees and contractors
work from anywhere, on any device.

“The solution has been deployed
and has fully satisfied our needs for
over a year. Furthermore, the
deployment was very simple and
blazingly fast,” says Alexandre.
Currently, SUD AERO uses the
Awingu® portal and its built-in
Reverse Proxy functionalities to give
their subcontractors access to parts
of their environment. “The next step
in our master plan is to generalise
the use of Awingu® even further.
With its multiple architectural
possibilities, we could consider
outsourcing all our data center
operations while maintaining a level
of application distribution
performance at a lower cost.”

WHY AWINGU®?

After extensive usage of Awingu®

within SUD AERO, Alexandre
believes its strengths lie in three
different fields:

 Stability and reliability

 Exceptional file sharing capability

 New versions published 
periodically with improved 
features
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“Our IT partner introduced us to Awingu® when we were looking for a tool 
capable of making parts of our IT available to our subcontractors, while 
maintaining the necessary data security requested by our purchasers. We 
were instantly surprised by the features offered by the solution, especially 
since it met all our budgetary constraints.”

Alexandre Delhom IT Manager at SUD AERO



ABOUT AWINGU®

RECOGNITIONS

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS

2011
Founded

TIMELINE

2013
First release “Cloud Desktop” 

2014
Rebranding to Awingu®

2015
Awingu® 3.x

2017
Gartner Cool Vendor

2018
Awingu® 4.x

NYC
HQ Ghent, Belgium

OFFICES
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Arnaud Marlière is Awingu®’s CMO since 2016 and VP at
Awingu® Inc. since 2020. He also leads diverse strategic
partnerships such as Microsoft and BlackBerry for Awingu®.

Prior to working at Awingu®, Arnaud worked at strategic
consulting firm The Boston Consulting Group and held different
roles at Belgium’s national incumbent telco Belgacom (now
Proximus).

Awingu® was founded in the end of 2011 and commercially launched in 2014.

Today, Awingu® is available on an international scale and active
in over 20 countries spanning across every continent. The
Awingu® software is distributed through a global distribution
network and sold via a primarily partner-driven model, and we
are proud to have strategic partnerships with technology giants
such as BlackBerry, Barracuda and Microsoft. Furthermore,
Awingu® is also available via the Microsoft Azure Marketplace.

In times where the ‘friction’ between IT departments and the end-
users has never been bigger, we are dedicated to close that gap.
Awingu®’s easy-to-use and highly secure unified workspace
balances end-users' requests for a seamless experience to work
anywhere, on any device with the IT administrators’ worries about
the security of their data and the complexity of their
infrastructure.

At Awingu®, we are dedicated to improving the life of every
stakeholder in the company by easily, securely and cost-
efficiently enabling the future of work – one where the workspace
is digital, not physical.

Walter Van Uytven
CEO, Awingu®

Arnaud Marlière
CMO, Awingu®
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